
HYDRAULICS

Premium options

Hyken® Glacial Blu Hydraulic Fluid
High-quality, low-viscosity antiwear hydraulic oil for 
use in mobile equipment operating in cold climates.  
It has a high viscosity index and a low pour point.

Hyken Golden MV Hydraulic Fluid
High-quality, high-viscosity index antiwear  
hydraulic oil for industrial and mobile equipment 
operating in cold climates or in locations with wide 
temperature variations.

Mainline options

Super-D® Mobile Hydraulic Fluid 10W 
High-performance fluid for Caterpillar hydraulic 
systems and other off-highway mobile equipment,  
plus in hydrostatic transmissions of some  
off-road equipment.

Four Seasons Hydraulic Fluid AW
High-quality, antiwear hydraulic oil for use in a wide 
variety of mobile applications.

A GREASE POINTS

Premium option

SHP® Grease
Multipurpose, extreme pressure (EP) calcium 
sulfonate grease for use in equipment operating  
in wet or corrosive environments. 

Mainline option

L-427 Super Blu® Grease
Multipurpose, extreme pressure (EP) lithium-complex 
grease for equipment operating under heavy loads  
at moderate to high temperatures.

B ENGINE 

Premium option  

Super-D XA® 15W-40 with Liquid Titanium® 
protection additive
API CK-4 synthetic blend diesel engine oil with 
exclusive wear protection.

Mainline option

Super-D EC 15W-40
API CK-4 diesel engine oil.
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TRANSMISSION 
Allison/Eaton option

SHP 295 ATF
Full synthetic heavy-duty automatic transmission 
fluid with outstanding low temperature properties for 
year-round use.

Allison/Eaton option

SHP HD ATF
Full synthetic heavy-duty automatic transmission fluid 
for use in truck transmissions operating under severe 
service or extended drain intervals.

Allison/Eaton option

SHP Synthetic MTF
Full synthetic fuel efficient transmission lubricant 
designed for use in heavy-duty commercial manual 
transmissions operating in extreme temperatures or 
extended service intervals.

Mainline options

Powershift Transmission Fluid 30, 50 

High-performance multifunctional fluid for 
transmissions, final drives and hydraulic systems.
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For the complete line of Kendall products visit KendallMotorOil.com

CONSTRUCTION

DIFFERENTIALS AND AXLES

Premium option  

SHP Syngear FE
API GL-5 gear lubricant for axles with hypoid 
gear sets operating in extreme temperatures or 
under severe driving conditions.

Mainline option

NS-MP Hypoid Gear Lubricant
API GL-5/MT-1 gear lubricant for axles with  
hypoid gear sets and some heavy-duty  
manual transmissions.
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